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Abstract
This study presents a comparison of quantitativeMRImethods based on an efficiencymetric that
quantifies their intrinsic ability to extract information about tissue parameters. Under a regime of
unbiased parameter estimates, an intrinsic efficiencymetric h was derived for fully-sampled
experiments which can be used to both optimize and compare sequences. Herewe optimize and
compare several steady-state and transient gradient-echo based qMRImethods, such asmagnetic
resonance fingerprinting (MRF), for jointT1 andT2 mapping. The impact of undersampling was also
evaluated, assuming incoherent aliasing that is treated as noise by parameter estimation. In vivo
validation of the efficiencymetric was also performed. Transientmethods such asMRF can be up to
3.5 timesmore efficient than steady-statemethods, when spatial undersampling is ignored. If
incoherent aliasing is treated as noise during least-squares parameter estimation, the efficiency is
reduced in proportion to the SNRof the data, with reduction factors of 5 often seen for practical SNR
levels. In vivo validation showed a very good agreement between the theoretical and experimentally
predicted efficiency. This work presents and validates an efficiencymetric to optimize and compare
the performance of qMRImethods. Transientmethods were found to be intrinsicallymore efficient
than steady-statemethods, however the effect of spatial undersampling can significantly erode this
advantage.

Introduction

Over timemanymethods have been developed that aim to estimateT1 andT2 as effectively as possible, from
classical inversion recovery and spin-echo sequences, to steady-state sequences (Deoni et al 2003,Welsch et al
2009,Heule et al 2014, Teixeira et al 2017, Shcherbakova et al 2018) andmore recentlyMRfingerprinting (MRF)
(Ma et al 2013). Selectingwhichmethod to favor for any given scenario can be challenging since the achieved
precision (statistical uncertainty) and accuracy (proximity to true value), and theway these changewith
acquisition time are generally complex functions of the pulse sequence settings, tissue properties, specific details
of the hardware used and the type of image reconstruction.

Nevertheless, comparisons have beenmade usingmetrics that strive to evaluate the intrinsicmerits of each
method (Crawley andHenkelman 1988, Jones et al 1996,Deoni Rutt and Peters 2003,Ma et al 2013, Assländer
et al 2019a, Assländer 2020), accounting for the differences external to themethods themselves. Fundamentally,
these differences are the amount of data and the SNRof the experiment. The amount of data has been
normalized using either the total number ofmeasurements (Jones et al 1996) or the total acquisition time
(Edelstein et al 1983, O’Donnell et al 1986, Crawley andHenkelman 1988,Deoni et al 2003,Ma et al 2013, van
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Valenberg et al 2017, Assländer 2020). The SNRof the experiment has been normalized using the voxel volume
(Deoni et al 2003), a combination of the thermal noise level with the proton density (Edelstein et al 1983,
O’Donnell et al 1986, Jones et al 1996, vanValenberg et al 2017, Assländer et al 2019a, Assländer 2020) or the
signal dynamic range of eachmethod (Crawley andHenkelman 1988). Some of these studies (Ma et al 2013,
Assländer et al 2019a, Assländer 2020) showed that balancedMRF (using a balanced readout) outperforms
driven equilibrium (DE) single pulse observation ofT1/T2 (DESPOT) for bothT1 andT2 estimation, but it is as yet
unclear howother commonly usedmethods, like spoiledMRF (Jiang et al 2015) (using a gradient spoiled
readout) or double echo steady-state (DESS) (Welsch et al 2009), compare. Furthermore,methods based entirely
on gradient spoiled readouts are popular for their insensitivity to off-resonance at a cost of an SNRpenalty—it is
unclear whether this trade-off benefitsT1 andT2 estimation.

In this workwe focus on precision and propose a general efficiencymetric that integrates the concepts from
figures ofmerit used so far, quantifying the encoded information froma spin dynamics perspective, but not how
it is decoded by the reconstruction. The resultingmetric is then used to optimize and comprehensively compare
a range of well-establishedmethods that simultaneously estimateT1 andT .2 Finally, we discuss the utility of the
efficiencymetric and other important considerations when comparing qMRImethods.

Theory

Weconsider that each voxel contains a single pool of spins characterized by unique values ofT1 andT ;2 that the
signalmodels for the different qMRImethods are accurate, subject to additive Gaussian noise; and that
parameter estimation results in an unbiased estimate of the parameters of interest q (i.e.T1 andT2 but potentially
other parameters). Therefore, the error in the estimates is defined by the precision that is characterized by the
standard deviation sq of the estimated parameter q.Analogous to the definition of SNR, the precision can also be
represented by the parameter-to-noise-ratio (qNR):

( )q
q
s

=
q

NR . 1

Although the qNR directly relates to the SNR, it also depends on howmuch information about the parameter
beingmeasured is encoded in the data. Further, the SNR can be broken down to consist of an intrinsic SNR
(relating to the receiver system,field strength, resolution etc) and the amount of data acquired. These
dependencies have been highlighted in previousworks (Edelstein et al 1983, O’Donnell et al 1986, Crawley and
Henkelman 1988, Jones et al 1996) and can be expressed in the following equation that serves to define efficiency
withwhich a parameter q is estimated, ( )h q :

( ) · · ( )q h q=NR SNR T . 2max acq

Here, /sºSNR Mmax 0 0 represents themaximumSNRof any onemeasurement. M0 is defined as themaximum
signal from a voxel that would bemeasured by applying a 90 pulse with themagnetization in thermal
equilibrium; this is a characteristic of the system (field strength and coil) and acquisition geometrical parameters
(resolution andfield of view); s0 is the receiver noise standard deviation (i.e. whatwould bemeasured during
one k-space data readout scaled to account for differences in scaling between k-space and image domain) and is
characteristic of the k-space readout and its bandwidth;Tacq is the total acquisition duration for all data required
to estimate the parameter q.Rewriting equation (2)with ( )h q as its subject gives:
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Anupper bound on the efficiency can be obtainedwithout need for physicalmeasurement by calculating the
Cramér–Rao lower bound (CRLB) for ( )s sq q

CRLB (Sengupta andKay 1995), resulting in ( ) ( )h q h q .CRLB The
ability to achieve this bound depends on the full parameter reconstruction pipeline, whichwe assume to extract
all encoded information so that equality holds.

To illustrate the utility of the efficiency concept, figure 1 shows an example simplified ‘fingerprinting’
experiment with only 5 radiofrequency (RF) pulses, each followed by ameasurement.When optimized for
maximumefficiency in estimatingT1 andT ,2 two pulses get set to zero amplitude leaving a 3 pulse, 60°–180°–
90°, sequence that basically combines two familiar sequences: a spin-echo and an inversion recoverywith
optimized inversion and echo times formaximum information. Interestingly, it ismore efficient tomeasure
fewer signals but allowmagnetization to recover, in this case.

Although the results from equations (2) to (3) are general, when computing efficiencywith theCRLBwe
have assumed that eachmeasurement is fully-sampled and acquired using a single channel coil with uniform
sensitivity. This allows a quick evaluation of efficiency, crucial for use in optimization, but is not realistic. In
practice, data is acquired usingmulti-channel receiver coils, oftenwith some degree of undersampling, either for
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parallel imaging or as an inherent part of themethod as inMRF. Formulti-channel coils, s0 is still defined as the
standard deviation in one readout in one channel, as after pre-whitening all channels should have the same noise
level (Pruessmann et al 1999). In this case M0 is the result obtained fromoptimally combining all channels. Use
ofmulti-channel coils with optimal combinationwould not affect the efficiency; better intrinsic SNRwould
improve the qNR which is captured by SNRmax in equation (3). On the other hand, undersampling will affect
bothTacq and sq, impacting the efficiency of the sequence. According toHu and Peters (2019), the standard
deviation ( )sq R, of q in an experiment with an R undersampling factor can be related to the fully-sampled case
( )sq as:

( ) ( )
s
s

q=q

q
d R , 4R

R n
,n

n

where dR is the so-called ‘dynamics-factor’ that expresses the parameter error amplification due to the ill-
conditioning of the parameter estimation (Huand Peters 2019). The subscript n represents the nth voxel, as
dR may be spatially varying since it will include effects from coil encoding such as the g-factor (Pruessmann et al
1999) as well as sampling effects thatmay arise fromuse of time-varying non-cartesian k-space trajectories.
Hence the efficiency of an undersampled experiment hR can be related back to the fully-sampled experiment
efficiency h by:

( ) ( )
( )

( )h q
h q

q
=

d
. 5R n

n

R n

For a least-squares estimator d 1,R so can only reduce the efficiency compared to the fully-sampled
experiment. In general, dR must be estimated by analysis of the full parameter reconstruction pipeline, which
will be problemdependant and could become very large for a non-cartesian image reconstruction. In the
following subsectionwe approximate dR for the special case of a zero-filled reconstruction.

Zero-filled reconstruction
The originalMRFpaper (Ma et al 2013) proposed a zero-filled reconstruction that treated undersampling
artifacts as noise. In this case for a least-squares estimator the final parameter standard deviations are
proportional to the signal standard deviations; thermal noise and ‘aliasing noise’ both contribute noise that have
a similar impact on parameter estimation butmay differ in relative strength. Assuming ‘aliasing noise’ follows an
independentGaussian distribution ( )sN 0, ,alias

2 the image domain signal standard deviation in an
undersampled experiment simage R, may bewritten:

Figure 1.Optimized fingerprint with just 5 pulses that are applied cyclically, with a spoiling gradient preceding each pulse. Schematic
representation of (a) the optimizedflip angles and intervals between the pulses and (b) the signal s and its derivatives w.r.t. T1 and T2 at
echo time (2ms). Note that the regions in gray are already repetitions of themain block of 5 pulses. Because the efficiencymeasure
incorporates the acquisition time it allows the best structure offlip angles and their timings to be found such its averaging extracts the
most information about the parameters of interest.
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· ( )s s s= + R , 6image R alias image,
2 2

where simage is the image domain noise standard deviation in a fully-sampled experiment. Hence, wemaywrite
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Thismay further bewritten in terms of the signal-to-noise-ratio in a ‘fully-encoded’ image (SNRimage) and the
signal-to-aliasing ratio (SaRimage) from anundersampled imagewithout thermal noise as:

( )» +d
R

SNR
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1
1 . 8R

image

image

2

2

It is therefore expected that the dynamics-factor will become larger if the signal-to-noise-ratio of the data
improves; although at first this seems non-intuitive it highlights that aliasing effects are proportional to the
signal, so a stronger signal leads to a larger contribution. Note that in equations (6)–(8)we have considered a
constant signal amplitude and an image domain SNR since aliasing is fundamentally treated in the image
domain.

Method

Optimized sequence design
In order tomake a fair comparison between all analyzedmethods, sequence acquisition settings u (repeat time,
flip angles ( )a etc)were optimized similarly to other works (Gras et al 2017,Nataraj et al 2017, Teixeira et al
2017, Assländer et al 2019b, Zhao et al 2019), improvingT1 andT2 efficiencies for a range of tissue parameters p
represented by the set of parameters P. For clarity, q is the set of parameters of interest, while p is all parameters
thatmay affect the signal; in general ( ) ( )h q h qº p u; , but this dependence is kept implicit for notation
simplicity. In this work { }q = T T,1 2 while p depends on the types of sequence used—if spoiled sequences are
used then { }=p T T M, , ,1 2 0 but if balanced sequences are used, then off-resonance frequency w0 and phase of
themeasurement f0 are also relevant, such that { }f w=p T T M, , , , .1 2 0 0 0

The optimization solved tofind the acquisition parameters u thatmaximizes efficiency for eachmethod
follows:

⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
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2
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where g and f aremethod-dependent constraint functions and are detailed in supporting information
table S1 (available online at stacks.iop.org/PMB/66/15NT02/mmedia). The set of parameters P consists of
=T 781 ms,1 =T 65 ms,2 (corresponding towhitematter at 3 TBojorquez et al 2017); =M 1,0 f = 00

o and
[ ]w Î -100, 100 Hz0 in steps of 5 Hz. Inclusion of a range of w0 forcesmethods based on balanced sequences to

achieve good efficiencies over a range of frequencies.
The optimization problemwas solved using the sequential quadratic program algorithm fromMatlab

function fmincon.Whenever the number of design variables was400, amulti-start strategywas employed
consisting of 100 random initializations, otherwise a single initializationwas used consisting of the originally
published acquisition settings for the respectivemethod.

Efficiency comparison
Wehave studied five steady-statemethods: DESPOT (Deoni et al 2003) and a variant called joint system
relaxometry (JSR) (Teixeira et al 2017) (analyzed together due to their similarity), PLANET (Shcherbakova et al
2018), DESS (Welsch et al 2009) and triple echo steady-state (TESS) (Heule et al 2014); andMRF sequenceswith
gradient spoiled (Jiang et al 2015) or balanced (Ma et al 2013, Assländer et al 2016) readouts.MRF sequences
started from thermal equilibriumorwere in aDEmode (Ma et al 2018; Assländer et al 2019b), inwhich a pulse
train offixed length is cycled such thefinalmagnetization is equal to the initialmagnetization. For eachmethod
optimized acquisition settings uopt were determined using equation (9)with efficiency calculated using the
CRLB in equation (3) assuming fully-sampledmeasurements. This was repeated for several acquisitionswith
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different numbers ofmeasurements (table 1). The signalmodel, optimization constraints and acquisition
settings for eachmethod are in supporting information table S1.

For eachmethod the acquisitionwith the lowest cost function (highest efficiency)was evaluated for awider
range of [ ]ÎT 600, 1200 ms1 in steps of 40 ms and [ ]ÎT 40, 100 ms2 in steps of 4 ms.We found thatMRF
sequenceswith very small numbers of pulses can achieve very high efficiencies, particularly if starting from
thermal equilibrium.However, in practice such short pulse trainsmake only a limited number of
measurements, so cannot support spatial encoding. Therefore,MRF acquisitionswith less than 400 excitations
were not evaluated over the extended parameter range (values shown in gray in table 1).

For themain cross comparisons betweenmethods, all efficiencies were calculated assuming fully-sampled
measurements. Thismakes a concise and transparent presentation and is a reasonable approach for steady-state
methods.However,MRFmethods aremost often acquiredwith a considerable degree of undersampling, and in
these cases the obtained efficiencywould also depend on the dynamics-factor dR according to equation (5). To
address this we estimated dR for the sub-optimal zero-filled reconstruction using equation (8). Both randomand
spiral (Glover 1999, Pipe andZwart 2013,Wundrak et al 2015)undersampling were explored for the Shepp–
Logan phantom andMonte-Carlo simulations (100 000 trials eachwith independent Gaussian additive noise)
were performed to estimate the standard deviation of the undersampled data s .image R, Several undersampling
factors R and different SNR levels were used to estimate d .R

Validation experiments
To experimentally validate the efficiencymetric the standard deviation of q needs to be determined, requiring
multiple estimates obtained fromdifferent datasets. To stay within an acceptable acquisition time, we focused on
validation of efficiency prediction for estimation of a single parameter—T1usingDESPOT1 (Christensen et al
1974). One healthy volunteer (male, age 25)was scanned on 3 TAchievaMRI systems (Best, Netherland) using a
32-channel head coil. Brain images at a resolution ´ ´1 1 3 mm were obtained using 3DCartesian encoding
of a transverse slabwith 7 slices, such that themiddle slice could be analyzed free of slice profile effects; no
parallel imaging accelerationwas used. The acquisition consisted of 10 repeats of 6 SPGR sequences with

{ }     a = 5 , 8 , 10 , 13 , 15 , 18 and =TR 20 ms, yielding amaximum rootmean squaredRFfield of 0.46 μT
for a = 18 tominimize bias frommagnetization transfer (MT) effects (Ou andGochberg 2008, Teixeira et al
2019a). To comparemultiple examples with different efficiencies, all combinations of at least 3 SPGRwere
considered. Additionally, a transmitfield ( +B1 )mapwas acquired using actualflip angle imagingmethod
(Yarnykh 2007)with an isotropic resolution of 5 mm.

All numerical simulations and analyses were performed in aworkstationwith 64GB of RAMandwith an
Intel Xeon E5-2687W0@3.10GHz, usingMATLABR2017b (TheMathWorks, Natick,MA,USA)with some
functions implemented inC++/MEXusing the Eigen linear algebra library (Guënnebaud and Jacob 2010).

Table 1.Number ofmeasurements of the several acquisitions for which the T1 and T2 efficiencies of everymethodwere optimized. N is the
number ofmeasurements in the transientmethod (length of thefingerprint). For the transientmethods (in orange), fingerprints with less
than 400measurements (in gray)were not considered for further analysis as these could be incompatible with spatial encoding.
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Results

Efficiency comparison
Figure 2 shows a comparison of optimized efficiencies for steady-state and transientmethods assuming fully-
sampledmeasurements in all cases, whilst the optimized acquisition settings are in supporting information table
S2 andfigure 3. Figures 2(a) and (b) show the distribution of efficiency values over differentT1 andT2 values and
averaged over off-resonance, whilefigures 2(c) and (d) show spread over different off-resonance values averaged
overT1 andT2 values. Consistently we see that the steady-statemethods are less efficient than their transient
counterparts; DESPOT/JSR is themost efficient steady-statemethodwhile balancedMRF starting from thermal
equilibrium is themost efficient transientmethod. In general the best transientmethod is approximately 3–3.5
timesmore efficient than the best steady-statemethod. The transientmethods have an apparently greater spread
in efficiency as a function ofT1 andT .2 Only themethods that include balanced readouts are sensitive to off-
resonance, and of these the transientmethods seemmore sensitive than the steady-state ones. Nevertheless,
methods using balanced readouts aremore efficient than those using spoiled readouts despite having to estimate
two additional nuisance parameters. The optimized acquisition settings for the best transient sequences in
figure 3 also reveal recovery periods of zero flip angle in lieu of performingmoremeasurements. Supporting
information figure S1 compares efficiency of different optimizedMRF trains with different numbers of
measurements.

Figure 4 shows the results of theMonte-Carlo investigation of the dynamics-factor dR for zero-filled
reconstructions computedwith randomand spiral sampling. For this special case, dR increases quickly for lower
undersampling factorsR, but then plateaus at higherR; the level it reaches is directly proportional to SNRimage

(figure 4(b)), with spiral sampling achieving lower dR values than random sampling. Figure 4(c) plots the
‘aliasing-to-signal ratio’ as a function ofR for a scenario with zero thermal noise; empirical fits to data show that
to a good approximation this is proportional to -R 1 for both sampling schemes used. The full dR maps are
in supporting information figure S2.

In vivo validation
Figure 5 depicts comparisons ofT1 efficiency forDESPOT1 estimation in vivo for several subsets of the total
dataset. Figure 5(a) shows efficiencymaps for a selection of combinations (the full set ofmaps is in supporting

Figure 2.Efficiency comparison for steady-state (blue) and transient (orange)methods as described in subsection ‘efficiency
comparison’; in each case the results shown are for themost efficient acquisition of eachmethod (table 1). (a), (b) T T,1 2 efficiency
averaged over all off-resonance values; spread corresponds to variability over { }T T, .1 2 (c), (d) T T,1 2 efficiency averaged over all
{T ,1 T2}; spread corresponds to variability over off-resonance frequencies. Asmay be expected the balanced sequences show greater
sensitivity to off-resonance.
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information figure S3). Figure 5(c) shows the average of the experimentalT1 efficiency inside thewhite and gray
matter regions (figure 5(b)) plotted against the average of the theoretical efficiency in the same regions for each
combination tested. The goodness-of-fit for this comparisonwas calculated to be =R 0.9688.2

Figure 3.Optimized settings for each of the transientmethods used for cross comparisons. In spoiledMRF (a) and (b) bothflip angle
andTRwere optimized, whilst for balancedMRF (c) and (d) onlyflip angle was optimized (TRfixed at 5ms). For those starting from
thermal equilibrium (a) and (c) the shortest feasible sequencewas themost efficient (N=400; see table 1), whereas the opposite was
verified for driven equilibrium (b) and (d) sequences (N=1000; see table 1).

Figure 4.Analysis of the effect of undersampling for random and spiral sampling. (a)Average dR in the non-zero locations of the
Shepp–Logan phantomas a function of the undersampling factorR and (b) as a function of the SNR in the image domain. (c)Aliasing-
to-signal ratio as a function of the undersampling factorR and its empirical fit to the expression ´ -k R 1 .
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Discussion

Thiswork presented a comparison of qMRImethods for simultaneousT1 andT2 estimation based on an
efficiencymetric, h, that quantifies the information encoded about the parameters per square root of acquisition
time. The efficiencymetric was validated in vivousing theDESPOT1method (figure 5). The results showed an
excellent agreement between experimental and theoreticalT1 efficiency ( =R 0.96882 )when averaged over
white/graymattermasks.

Themetric h considers intrinsic efficiency related to the dynamics of the spin systemonly. Therefore, it
considers whatmainly distinguishes onemethod fromanother: the intrinsic waymagnetization ismanipulated
to achieve greater or lesser sensitivity to the tissue parameters of interest. Nevertheless, according to equation (2)
there are two other factors that affect the final parameter-to-noise-ratio, and these do need to be considered in
the bigger picture. One factor is the amount of data acquired, as efficiency is normalized by T .acq Thus, the SNR
advantage yielded by 3D encoding compared to 2D encoding should be accounted forwhen comparing the
expected parameter-to-noise-ratio. The other is the intrinsic SNRof the experiment, specified by SNR .max While
increasing the repetition timemight appear to reduce efficiency, one could for examplemake use of that time to
reduce the receiver bandwidth, thus increasing SNR .max Moreover, different k-space sampling strategies could
be employed tomakemore efficient use of that time, like spiral sampling (Jiang et al 2015) or even EPI (Rieger
et al 2017, 2018). However, there are pragmatic limits towhich such trade-off can be explored due toT2* decay
and increased sensitivity towater-fat shift, off-resonance, among others. In the end, intrinsic SNR, amount of
data acquired, and efficiency have toweighed together to determine the bestmethod for a specific application.

ACramér–Rao approachwas adopted for determining the uncertainty of parameter estimation, providing a
securemathematical basis for interpretation of results with a clear domain of applicability based on unbiased
estimators (Sengupta andKay 1995). This connects to a key assumption in relaxometry—the biophysicalmodel.
In this workwe assumed that themagnetization dynamics arewell represented by the Bloch equations and that

Figure 5. In vivo validation results for the T1 efficiency ofDESPOT1. (a)Theoretical and experimental T1 efficiencymaps obtained for
some combinations of the acquired SPGRs. (b)White and graymattermasks obtained using FSL FAST (Zhang et al 2001). (c)Average
experimental T1 efficiency inside the gray andwhitemattermasks plotted against the respective theoretical efficiency for each
combination of SPGRs. A tablewith all SPGR combinations is provided in supporting table S3 and allmaps are in supporting
information figure S3. The correction for incomplete spoiling in SPGRproposed byBaudrexel et al (2018)was implemented. Brain
extractionwas performed using FSLBET (Smith 2002) and all images were registered usingMIRTK (Schuh et al 2013). Gold standard
values for T1 and M0 were estimated fromfitting to the average of all repetitions and the noise standard deviation s0 was estimated
from the image domain (supporting information figure S4).
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each voxel contains only one tissue type. In practice this ignores factors such asMT (OuandGochberg 2008,
Teixeira et al 2019a, 2019b) and diffusion (Kobayashi andTerada 2018) that can produce systematic differences
between themodel and data, biasing parameter estimation, and towhich differentmethods have different
sensitivities.

Figure 2 suggests that after optimization, the transientmethods are generallymore efficient than the steady-
statemethods for fully-sampled experiments. From the latter, DESPOT/JSR has the highest optimized
efficiency. This approach combines SPGR and balanced SSFP sequences, giving it a large degree offlexibility.We
found that themost efficient acquisitions consisted ofmainly bSSFP sequences but having at least one SPGR
enhances efficiency by decorrelating T1 andT2 information. The PLANETmethod uses only bSSFP sequences,
which results in slightly lower efficiency as it constitutes a constrained case of JSR that excludes SPGR
measurements and forces a singleflip angle andTR.Optimizing bSSFP sequences tomaximize h leads to use of
multiple different flip angles. Because TESS andDESS obtainmultiple echoes per TR period, they are often
thought of as efficient, however our results indicate thismay not be the case. Although theymeasuremultiple
echo pathways, the information in these echoes is correlated since they share the sameflip angle andTR, and the
higher order echoes often have lower signal amplitudes; it could bemore efficient to obtainmore diverse data
instead.

The transient (MRF) sequences are divided into those inDE and those that start from thermal equilibrium,
and between either gradient spoiled or balanced readouts. The results infigure 2 compared only themost
efficient transient acquisitionwith at least 400measurements (figure 3). Supporting information figure S1
expands this with efficiencies for different numbers ofmeasurements. It was seen that very high efficiencies can
be achieved for shortMRFpulse trains that start from thermal equilibrium; thesemay not be viable for
performing the spatial encoding required for 3Dbut could potentially be used for 2D encoding.Methods that
start from thermal equilibrium (i.e. the ‘non-DE’ sequences) are ‘privileged’ by assuming sufficient time has
elapsed following previous acquisitions to allow full recovery. If this recovery time is also included in the
efficiency calculation thesemethods lose their high efficiency. In the case of longer acquisitions, bothMRF
sequences inDE and starting from thermal equilibrium converged to a similar efficiency, which is still higher
than steady-statemethods.

Overall the best transientmethodwas found to be 3–3.5 timesmore efficient than the best steady-state
method considering fully-sampledmeasurements. It is important to note that this apparently superior efficiency
comes from considering spin dynamics alone, i.e. information encoded into the data, but excludes spatial
sampling and reconstruction. Our analysis assumed that reconstruction faithfully represents the state of the
system at each timepoint. In practice undersampling of the data, which is particularly a feature of transient
methods (Ma et al 2013), reduces efficiency according to the dynamics-factor d .R This factor depends on the
reconstructionmethod.Many suchmethods are available—an exhaustive review of these is beyond the scope of
this study. The quoted efficiencies excluding dR could thus be considered best-case scenarios. At the other
extreme, a zero-filled reconstruction (initially proposed forMRFMa et al 2013) is a straightforward entry-level
approach that represents a reasonable worst case for d .R Figure 4 shows that for higher undersampling factorsR,
dR is independent ofR but scales linearly with the SNRof the data. To understand these relationships, figure 4(c)
shows empirically that the ‘alias-to-signal’ ratio scales as -R 1 . Substituting this into equation (8)we find:

( )
»

-
+d

k R

R
SNR

1
1 ,R image

2

where k is a scaling constant, which yields µd SNRR image for largeR and large SNR. Though at first unintuitive
this should be expected since high SNR implies that the dominant source of ‘noise’ in the reconstruction comes
fromaliasing. This implies that actuallyMRFusing a simple zero-filled reconstructionwill be less efficient than
steady-state imaging inmany circumstances.

Of course, it is important to reiterate that zero filling is a simple but sub-optimal approach toMRF
reconstruction, andmanymore sophisticated and superiormethods do exist. Current reconstructions using
machine learning (Cohen et al 2018,Hamilton and Seiberlich 2020,Hermann et al 2021) and/or some prior
knowledge or formof regularization (Pierre et al 2016, Assländer et al 2018a, Zhao et al 2018) should be expected
to reduce dR since they attempt to resolve the aliased signal rather than treat it as noise (Stolk and Sbrizzi 2019).
Hence the dR values computed heremight be considered as upper bounds, yet it is still to be shownhow far dR

can be reduced bymoremodernmethodswhile stillmaintaining accuracy. A further consideration is thatmore
complex reconstructions employing regularization or prior knowledgemay introduce bias, which is beyond the
scope of the proposed efficiencymetric that considers only precision assuming unbiased estimation.

Our comparison analyzed error amplification from thermal noise considering gradient-echo basedmethods
for brain imaging that simultaneously estimateT1 andT .2 For other applications (e.g. cardiac or abdominal
imaging)different considerations (e.g. physiological noise, SAR, ormotion)need to be taken into account. These
can be incorporated by changing themodel and/or constraining the design space, whichmight change the
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comparison landscape obtained here,making particularmethods unviable and could favormethods that would
otherwise seem inefficient.

Conclusion

Thiswork presents a comparison of several qMRImethods based on an efficiencymetric that is the ratio of the
best-case parameter-to-noise-ratio to themaximumachievable SNR, normalized to the square root of the
acquisition time. This allows the performance of different qMRImethods to be quantified and optimized, and
has been used here to compare a range of well-establishedmethods that simultaneously estimateT1 andT2.We
found thatmethods based on balanced readouts outperformedmethods based on spoiled readouts, and that
transient qMRI sequences can be 3–3.5 timesmore efficient than steady-state alternatives for bothT1 andT2

mapping in fully-sampled experiments. However, transient sequences which need to capture rapidly fluctuating
signals often deploy highly undersampled acquisition strategies. Themannerwithwhich this undersampling is
resolved can reduce the overall efficiency. For example,MRF using zero-filled reconstruction that treats aliasing
artifacts as noise (Ma et al 2013), could easily drop efficiency by a factor of 5, thereby negating the gains offered
by a transient acquisition.More advanced reconstructions will be important to realize the potential gains offered
byMRF.

The concept of an efficiencymetric, such as the one proposed in this paper, can capture all aspects of both
acquisition and reconstruction providing ameans to assess relative performance and so can help in selection of
optimal qMRImethods.
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